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A Geodemographic Model for Bus Service
Planning and Marketing
DAVID T. HUNT, STEPHEN E. STILL, J. DOUGTAS CARROLL'

and

ALAN O. KRUSE
ABSTRÀCT

A trip prediction model is developed that uses a combination of geographic,
de¡nographic, anil transit service daÈa to estirnate bus ridershiP in northern New
.fersày. vfhen this ¡noclel is combined with interactive computer graphics hardware,
it beõomes a powerful analytical tool for transit planning and marketing. First,
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integrated into a conmon file. Second, the nodel is described and its development is discussed. Finally, the model is used to Predict potential ridership
for a sanple bus route in Nev¡ark, New Jersey. Potential ridership is predicted í|,
from both current denographic and service patterns, and fron possible ftlture
patterns.

Most bus companies have a service region within which
the location of residences and businesses contÍnually

changesi therefore, the location of potential riders
also shifts. It is difficult to keep track of these
shifts in J-arger urban regions and to be able to

relate then to existing services. without accurate
data, the picture that Planners or narketers have of
the location and conposition of their companiesr
service regions will be inconpLete.
A description is provided in this Paper of a systein that uses census geographyr interactive conputer
graphics, and statistics to provide a ¡nodel- or data
base that can be acquired at a lov¡ costr uPdated as
ne¡.¡ infor¡nation becomes availabLe and, with a little
effort, related to existing service patterns. lhis
ilata base will al-Iow planners, marketers, schedulers,
and rnanagers to have access to a uniform set of data
on their service regions.
This project vras acconplished in Nev¡ Jersey, in
cooperation with the owner and tnanager of most of
the bus services in the stater Neht Jersey Transit.
The test region selected vJas Essex County in northern
New Jersey' which has a population of 8381000 residents and 356'000 workers' and inclucles the city of
Nee¡arkr Newark Airport, and rnany surrounding suburbs.
other counties will later be exa¡nined to verify the
findings of Èhis PaPer.
The foLlo¡¡ing four basic data sets were integrated
into a working systen that was used to evaluate
existing routesr explore the need for new route Locations or frequency changes, and target potential
¡narkets:

' A digitized, conputer-readable map of the
boundaries of census tracts using a latitude and
Iongitude coordinate system. Such maPs can be purchased for most tracted regions of the United States.

. census statistics that provide detailed descriptions of the households and residents in each
tract.
Associates' Inc.' 1000
N.J. 08540. J.D. CarroII,
Transportation Prograrn, Princeton Universityr Princetonr N.J. 08540. À.O. Kruser Nev¡ Jersey Transit,
Mccarter Highhray and l.larket Streetr Nevrark, N.J.

D.T. ¡{unt and S.E. Still'

ÀLK

Herrontovtn Roadr Princeton,

07101.

' Census statistics that describe the workers
in each tract. Tables of these châracteristics are
available for most urban regions from the Bureau of
the Census to states and metropolitan planning
organlzations that ordered the Urban Transportation
Planning Package (üTPP).

. A conputerized map of each bus (street cart
route that provides regular
service in the region of ínÈerest. These service
Iines are digitized in the sarne coordinate syste¡n as
the census tract ¡naPs.
subwayr or raitroad)

The first objective of.this project is to describe
the service region in terns of potential users of
transit service. the transit potentials of each tract
can be esËablished by using the data on the nunber
and characteristics of its residents. It is then Possible to estinate the Potential nu¡nber of transit
users who will start a trip from their hone tracb
based on the number and density of residents together v¡ith data on their incone, car ownershiPr
racer and other denographic characteristics. Then,
by using the data on workersr in part as a Proxy, it
is possibte to estinate the number of Potential
riders that will use transit to return to Èheir
ho¡nes (fro¡n nonresidentiàI origins). The cornbination
of these two itens of infornation will provide an
accurate description of the distribution of potential users.
whether these potential riders actually clinb
aboard and pay a fare depends on whether or not
transit service is available to them. The likelihood
of use is also a function of the frequency and reliability of transit service. A description is provided
of a technique that allows analysts to allocate service to tracts orr converselyr to assign Potential
riders from tracts or parts of tracts to routes.
A description is provideil in the followlng 6ections of how each of these steps was accomplished in
the study of the Èest county, and of the results and
findings of the study. More work is needed to finetune ridership esti¡nating forrnulas' and also to account more accúrately for the effects of conpetitive
bus service routes, as well as rail or raPid Èransit
routes. Neverthelessr the results of the study are
prornising and worthy of further testing against
actual usage data such as on-off counts or fare collections by route.
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DEVELOPI4ENT

OF A GEODEMOGRAPHIC DATA BASE

Four separate data bases, containing geographic,
transit service, residential, and worker information,
are to be integrated into a conmon file that will be
used in the development of the model.
i :.'

Geographic Data
The geographic data base,

or file, contains latitude
and J-ongitude coordinates that define census tract
boundaries and standard Federâl Infor¡nation processing Standards Location codès that identify the
regions (1). Each tract forns a separate closed
polygon that alLows for area calculations (used to
find residential and worker densities) and the cal-

culation of tract centroids. This file also allows
for interactive conputer graphic displays of the
data for analysis and presentation purposes (see
Figure 1). The census tracÈ coordinate file is prinarily used to calcul-ate the transit service neasure
of coverage. It is possible to calculate where a
route enters and exíts a track by conbining the
tract fiLe with a digitized bus network file. An
allowance of a guarter of a niLe walking distance to
and from each route enables construction of service
regions for the routes. Fron these service regions
it is possible to determine the percentage of each
census tract that receives bus service (i.e., that
is within walking distance of a bus route). The construction of service regions is described in ¡nore
detail in the following section.
?ransit Service

The transit service data base for the geodemographic
model comprises the previously mentioned digitized

I

vras necessary because routes can exhibit different

frequencies over the different patterns that compose
a single route. In addition, a bus can operate in a
closed-door manner (i.e., no passengers on or off)
over a portion of its route, in which case the frequency for that portion of the route is effectively
zero.

Residential

Data

Two main sources

of residential data from the

1980

census can be used interchangeably in this mode1.
The source selecteil was the 1980 UTPP (2), which is
a special tabulation of 1980 census data specifi-

ca1ly organized for transportation planning purposes. It contains demographic information such.as
population, auto¡nobile ownership, incone, race,
ethnic origin, age, sex, mode of travel to work for
each worker, and travel times to work. These data
are available by place of residence and place of
work.
The second source is the actual 1980 census data,

Data

FIGURE

network of bus routes and the frequencies (headways)
along each route. The bus network was entered into
the co¡ûputer fro¡n a series of naps supplied by Nevt
Jersey Transit. AIl major noiles (time check points,
key intersections, transfer points, etc.) plus nodes
necessary to keep the route geographically correct
were assigned l-atitude and longitude coordinates.
Links were constructed between the nodes to form bus
routes and then such values as frequency and distance
were assigned to the tinks (see Figure 2).
NevJ Jersey Transit supplied the frequencies for
each bus route by census tract. This level of detail

Essex County census tracts.

specificalLy Sumnary lape File 3A (3). Atthough this
file provides a more detailed set of residential
data, it lacks infor¡nation about the place of work.
It vras therefore decided to extract both residentiat
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Essex County bus routes.

and worker data fro¡n the UTPP (or journey-to-work

files).
A combination of residential and geographic data
is shown in Figures 3 and 4. The percentage of
households rdithout automobiles for each tract of
residence is shown in Figure 3. As vtas expected¡
tracts near the Nev¡ark central- business district
(cBD) have the highest percentage of households
vrithout automobiles. Figure 4 shows residential
population density. The region of highest density
surrounds the Ne$rark CBD. Both of these data groups
(households vrithout automobiles and high-density
residential patterns) are known to be associated
vrith greater use of buses.
worker Data
The source of dernographic data by Place of work is

the 1980 UTPP for New Jersey. As with the residential
file, the nost i¡nportant characteristics for deterrnining the potential nunber of transit trips are
workplace density' fanity auto¡nobile availability,
and minority characteristics. Density by Place of
srork (erorkers per square mile) is shown in Figure 5.
Few dense tracts dominate the heart of the Nevtark
CBD and relatively few significant tracts are outside
of the CBD.
one problen with the UTPP files is that they contain only work tripsr which constitute on average
Iess than half of all bus trips. Therefore, the 1977
Nationwide Personal Transportation Study (NPTS) was
used to observe non-work-based trips (4). The NPTS
file is a survey of 13r000 households across the
nation that determines travel patterns for aIÌ trip
purposes. A sinilar 1983 file is being PrePared but
vras not available at the ti¡ne of this study.
By noting the ratio of weekday nonwork trips to
weekday work trips in the l9?7 study' a factor of

I.5 was obtained to estimate total bus ridership in
this nodel. This factor is equivalent to three nonwork bus trips for every tr.vo bus work trips. It is
possible to use this factor to esti¡nate total bus
riders in each tract as a function of work trips.
INTEGRATION OF TR.ANSIT SERVICE AND
GEODEMOGRAPHIC DATA

once the geographic, dernographic, and transit service data bases are assernbled, they nust be co¡nbined
into a corunon file to be analyzed. Combining the
geographic and denographic data bases into one file
is a straightforh'ard task because they are both codeal
at the census tract Ievel. It is therefore easy to
identify and display census tracts that, contain a
high density of residents or workers, a high ninority
population, loer automobile availability, or any other
factors associated with the use of transit (Figures
3-5). It is nore difficult
to allocate transit
service to each census tract andr conversely' to
apportion denographic data to transit routes because
transit services vrere not naturally coded to census
tracts.
Assigning Transit Service to Census Tracts
As rnentioned earlier, a methodology for constructing
service regions around a bus route and calculating
the percentage of each tract. receiving bus service
was developed (5) that consisted of

. Prepãring maps of transit
scal-e as census tract ¡napsi

routes at the

same

. consÈructing service regions for each routei
' Deternining which tracts are served by
given routei

a
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. Recording the service characteristics of each
routei and
. Sunming the total service provided to each
census tract or apportioning the travelers from census tracts to each route.
The service region of a bus route is defined as
the region that falls within an accePtable vtalking
distance of the route. For the purPoses of this
study, a distance of a quarter of a mile on either
side of the bus route was selected (6). A computer
algorithn v¡as then used to construct two parallel
Iines around each route, which effectively created a
one-ha1f-mile ribbon around the route (see Figure 6).
Once the service region for a route was defined,
the tracts receiving service had to be identified.
This involved finding att tracts whose boundary !{as
pierced by the ribbon of any gÍven route. Thus, the
bus itself did not have to enter the tract to Provide
service; only its ribbon (i.e., service region) had
to cross the boundary.
The percentage of coverage Provided to a census
tract is found by using the following equation:

covi =

Ø>:

lt¡\
Ritx-u//Ai
*1. ('ir F

(r)

Ai = total area of tracti'
Equation I simply states that the percentage of
coverage provided to a tract equals the sum of the
service region around each route, rninus overlapping
regíons, divided by the total area of the tract. The
coverage of NevJ Jersey Transitrs bus routes in Essex
County is shown in Figure 7.
A measure of frequency is al.so assigned together
with the coverage of transit service in each tract.
As with coverage, any tract whose boundary is pierced
by the service region of a route is considered to be
served by that route. Thus, the total frequency of
service provided to a tract is found by using the
follovring equation:
n

freqi=

I ¡tir

(2't

k=I

where freql is the total freguency of service in
tracti and Hi¡ is the number of buses per day on

routek in tracti.
Because service patterns can vary along a route
throughout the day, a single value for frequency per
route cannot be applied to the entire route. Frequencies were therefore recorded for each route at
the census tract level.

where

R1¡ = Qr
covi = proportion of tracti within walking
distance of a bus route,
rik = service region around routek in
tracti r
Rik = union of the service regions for the set
of routes in tracti, and

Assigning Denographic Properties to Transit Routes

properties can be assigned to a route by
using the service region for that route. Basically,
the section of route¡ passing through tracti is
assigned ihe demographic characCerisÈics of traeti
served by route*.
equaL to the percentage of tracti

Demographic
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One-çrarter-mile service area for Route 27.
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Bus coverage

for Eesex County.
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For exampler if route Àrs service region covers 50
percent of tract i.' which has a population of 10,000'
then a population of 5'000 is assigned to the section
of route A that serves tract 1.
The ¡nain assumption in this nethod is that de¡nographic properties are homogeneously distributed
across a tract. This assunption works well for residential data because households are typicauy distributed uniforrnly throughout tracts. The assunption
does not work as wefl when v¡orker data are used because work places are often highly concentrated in
parts of tracts. Moreoverr census tracts were designed to have roughly equal residential Populations,
$rhereas vJorker populations are usually distributed
with large concentrations in a few regionsr such as
CBDS or industrial zones.
A BUS

tracti and fi is the characteristics of bus service in tracti.
The census data provide a variety of tract-level
socioeconornic datar including auto¡nobile ohtnership,
incone, racer age' and occupation. With the addition
of geographic data, other inportant variables such
as population density can be computed. The najor
characteristics of bus servicer including frequency
and route coverage, are generally available from
published schedules. !ùith this v¡ealth of infor¡nation,
t,he function expressed in Equation 4 can be estinated
with the standard statistical technique of linear
r

egression.
The second category, work trips by bus of employ-

ees in the tract,

is expressed by the following

equation:

Iqi = qi wi

PÀTRONAGE ESTIMÀTION MODEL

A model for predicting bus patronage is an essential
planning and marketing tool. Although it is desirable
to have detail-ed infor¡nation on current ridership,
decision nakers must also have accurate estimaËes of
projected ridership. Such estinates may be denanded'

for instance, in the face of changing denographic
patterns or in anticipation of Proposed shifts in
service patterns or levels of service.
A model of bus ridership is developed in this
section Ëhat is sensitive to a variety of important
factors, including transit service frequency and
coverager and key characterist,ics of the popuLation,
including density and automobile ownership. The model
uses readily available data and can therefore be
applied to a wide range of nuniciPalities and oPerating 'author ities .

(5)

v¿her e

wi = work tríps by bus of ernployees in tracti,
qi = proportion of workers ernployed in Èracti
using bus as mode of travel to work, and
rdi = workers enployed in tractl.
The census data provide the emPloynent levels, w,
for each tract. As v¡as done in Equation 4, the proportion of workers using a bus, qr can be estimated
in the for¡n:

qi = q(s1r fi)

(6)

The prinary Ievel of analysis for this research is
the census tract. The objective, thereforer is to

Information on e¡npLoyee incomer race' age, autonobile ownership, and occupation is available fron
the census data. worker density (enployees Per sguare
¡nile) can be conputed fron geographic data. Bus service by tract is exPressed by total frequency and
coverage. Totaf work trips by bus for tracti is
then expressed as the folJ.owing sun:

route-specific ridership profiles can then be gen-

T1=Ri+Wi

The variety of trip-rnaking activities was condensed into the follo!,¡ing three rnajor categories for
a given census tract:

where Ti is the total work trips by bus for tracti.

Approach to l,lodel Devel-opment

esti¡nate ridership at the tract levelr fro¡n which
erated.

. work trips of residents in the tract,
. vtork trips of ernployees in the tract' and
. Nonv¡ork trips of residents or emPloyees in
the tract.
The first of these categories, total work trips
of residents in tract i, is expressecl by the following equation:

Ri = pi ri

(3)

Nonwork trip characteristics--the third category-are not explicit,ly provided in the census data. A1though nonwork trip data may be available to sone
analysts in their particular area of study, that vras
not the case in this analysis. Àccordingly' aggregate
nationwide data fro¡n the 1977 NPTS was used to estinate nonvrork ridership. It was postulated that nonwork trips are subject to the sa¡ne influences of
socioecono¡nic and service . characteiistics as vrork
Crips. Accordingly, nonwork trips can be expressed
in proportion to work trips for each trâct as fol-

lows:

Ni=riî

where

Ri =
trips by bus from residents of tracti'
pi = "ork
proportion of v¡orkers resident in tracti
using bus as mode of travel to work, and
ri = workers resident in tracti.

Yi - Y\Þit !i,

(s)

where N1 is nonwork trips by bus for tracti

and x is

for tracti

is then

proportion of nonwork trips to work trips.

The total nu¡nber of resident workers, r, is available fron the census denographic data. The proportion
of workers using a busr p, is a function of the forn:

where si

(7)

lÁ\
t=,

is the socioecono¡nic characterist.ics of

The total nurnber of trips
expressed as the following sum:.
rrli = ri + N1

(9)

As will be shown, Eoute ridershiP profiles can
then be constructed fro¡n the totat tríps' as expressed earlier.

I
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work Trip Model calibration

TABLE

.".--l

Independent Variable

that model forms that were linear in their parameters
had the highest Levels of statistical performance.
For the resident work trip model, the following
functional form was employed:
Pi'5 = al + bl poPdeni + b2 whitei + b3 zerocari
+ b4 covi.S freqi.5

Coefficient

t-statistica

Resident Modelb
Constant
Popden
White
Ze¡oca¡

cov's freq's

.3052

16.69

l0

3.3 8

-.1261

-7.66

.2993
.0010

8.15
3.10

.o84'7

.0010

3.96
2.04

-.0790

-3.23

.00

Wo¡ker Modelc
Constanl
Wrkden

Wïite
Zerocar
Freq
Note

:

.3',7

4l

.0007

5.92
2.O'7

Results based on obseûations of 2 I 6 tracts.

lsignificaDt at the 95 percent confidence level.
"Dependent va¡iable is p.5; p2 = .34.
"Dependent variable is q; ¡2 = ,41.

tend to account for the diminishing returns of additional service applied to a given tract.
À similar functional for¡n was adopted for the
prediction of vrork trips to employment centers in
each tract:

gi = al + bI wrkdeni + b2 whitei + b3 zerocari
+ b4 freqi

(11)

where

vrrkden = emplo)rment

The conclusions of this analysis are provided in

the following paragraphs. In generalr. it was found

Patronage Model Calibration

Results

Specific forms of the lrork trip mode split functions
(Equations 4 and 6) were adopted after considerable
analysis of all available data. For exampler this
analysis included least-squares regression of the
percentage of bus ridership versus corresponding
socioecononic and service variables. The major objectives rrere (a) to identify the appropriate functionaL for¡n whether or not it was linear in its
pararneters, and (b) to isolate the inportant independent variables that best explain the proportion
of bus use by tract.
The vrealth of available data provided a great
variety of possible explanatory variables to include
in the model. variables that were tested in one
functional forn or another included the following:
. Socioeconomic variables
- Proportion of households v¡ith no auto¡nobiles
available,
- Median and average incone,
- Median and average age,
- Proportion of Èhe population under 18¡
- Proportion of the population over 60¡
- Proportion of fe¡na1e vJorkers, and
- Proportion of white population.
' Service variable
- Percent of tract within service region of
routes (one-quarter-¡nile ribbons), and
- Frequency cornbined for al-I buses in tract.
' Synthesized variables
- Population density (residents per square
mile), and
- worker density (enployees per square mile).

I
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density (thousand

per square mile),

employees

white = proporËion of work force that is white,
zerocar = proportion of households in work force
with no automobile available, and
freq = combined frequencies of bus routes in
tract.

in tract,

The caLibration of this nodel was less successful
than with the resident counterpart (see Table 1).
This is due to sorne degree to the concentration of
enploytnent opportunities in discrete centers. Àccordingly, variabl-es such as coverage beco¡ne less
important than they rvere in the resident case.
still,
all important variables such as automobile
ownership were found to be significant at a high
statistical conf idence level.

biles available,

Nonwork

(10)

where

popilen = population density (thousand residents
per square nile),

white = proportion of white population resident

zerocar = proportion of households with no automocov = percentage of tract area included in

one-quarter-¡nile ribbons around

routesr

bus

and

freq = co¡nbined frequencies of bus routes in
tract.
calibration results of the rnodet are summarized
in Table 1. The overall level of fit for the nodel
was very high lnz = .84) and was generally nuch better than expected for aggregate rnode split nodels.
The proportion of households with no automobiles vtas
a highly significant variable, as vras the proportion
of whites in the population. AII remaining variables
including those relating to service vrere significant
at the 95 percent confidence level. (Significance is
indicated by the value of the t-statistic noted in
Table l. As a rule of thunbr values greater than 2
are highly significant for samPles of this size.)
The fractional exponents were applied to p, covt
and freq after careful analysis of the rnodel residuals (predicted ninus observed values). The exponents

Trip Estimatíon

Using national averages, the nu¡nber of nonwork trips
was estirnated in proportion to the total nunber of

work trips. Using NPTS data, this proportion was
calculated to be 1.50. Accordingly, from Equation 8,
the nonv¡ork trips, N, for tracti are expressed as
a multipJ.e of rl'ork trips, T, as foLlows:
Ni = Ti I.so
The proportion of nonwork trips was calculated
for a1l bus trips less than 25 mi in distance. The
NPTS does not have a wealth of data for J-arge netropolitan regions. Therefore, the nonr./ork trip proportion nay not be representative for this area of
study.
Use

of the Ridership l4odel in Predictíon

The prediction of total bus ridership in a given
tract is straightforward given the follovring:

Hunt et aI.

. Relationships provided in Equations 3 through

TABLE

2

Model Predictions for the Average Tiacl

1r¡

. Settings of independent variables in
tions 10 and 11; and
. Estimated coefficients shown in Table 1.

Equa-

For example, the change in total tract bus trips
can be calculated given changes in improved frequencies or coverage. Alternatively, the long-range
effect of shifting demographics including population
density and autonobite ownership can be estimated.
Thereforer the rnodel becomes an important tool for
operations planning, long-range planningr and marketing programs.
The ¡node1 was used to replicate base-leve1 (1980)
ridership patterns to test its Predictive ability.
In Figure I a comparison is nade betvreen actual and
predicted bus ridershiP percentages f.or the residential- model. As is shown' the rnodel performs well
in replicating differences in ridershiP trends anong
tracts. Its value as a predictive tool has therefore
been de¡nonstrated.

Predicted tract-1evel ridership at average settings of the independent variables is shown in TabLe
2. For the region studied, lhe average population
density is 181250 residents per square mile, and the
average percentage of households with no cars is
32.I. Therefore, for a tract with average characteristics, 15.3 percent of the residents in the tract
and 8.6. percent of the employees working in the tract
are expected to take the bus to work.
It is useful to understand the sensitivity of Èhe
model to changes in the independent variables. The
response in tract ridershíp from a 10 percent increase in the independent variables is shown in Table
3. Each variable is tested independently to measure
its effect on bus ridership.
In both the resident and worker nodelsr the proportion of households with no automobiles (zerocar)
and the proportion of white residents (white) apPear
to have the greatest inPact on bus ridershiP. Note
for exanple that a tract with an incidence of households with no autornobiles that is f0 Percent above
the average is likely to have a bus ridershiP that
is 5 percent above the average. Another interpretation for use in forecasting is that a 10 Percent

lndependent
Va¡iable

Intercept

nl^

Popden

18.260
.524
.321

38.152

(ar).3052
(bl) .oolo
(b2) -.t261
(b3\.2993
(b4) .ool0

nla

(ar) .0847

Resident Modela

White
Zetocar
Cov's freq'5

.3052
.0183

-.066t
.0961
.0381

Wo¡ker Modelb
Intercept
Wrkden
White
Zerocar

.68 s

.101
17.5

Freq

.0847
.00s4

(br).0010
(bz) -.0790
(b3) .3741
(b4) .0007

5.401

-'0s41
.0377

.otzs

Note: n/a = not applicable.

a-Dependcni

var¡airic is iirc sr.luårc rooi oí ihE proporiioil oî'ous riders (resr
dent workers); p.5 = .39 I 6; and p = . I 53 (1 5.3 percent).
oDependent
variable is the proportion of bus ¡iders (employees in tract);
q = ,086 (8.6 pe¡cent).

.

i.-r

TABLE

3

Sensitivity Analysis of Model

Parameters

Independent
Variable

Value at l0%
Above Average

Change in

Ridership
from Avera5e(%)

Resident Model
Popden

White
Zerocar

cov's freq's

20.09

.94

.57 6

-3.34

.353
41.97

4.97
1.96

Worke¡ Model
Wrkden
White
Zelocat
Freq

5.94t

.65

53
.111
19.25

-6.26

.7

Note: Variables were tested one al

4.42
1.45
a

time, All other variables were

maintained at average values while a given va¡iable

I

Percent
< 30, > = 20 Percent
< 20, > -- 10 Percent
< 1O Percent

PRìiDIC'I'IiT)

B

Regression

Coefficient (l) x (2)

>:30

FIGURE

(2)

Average

Tract Value

'a
Source For Àcl.ual: 1980 Census

(l)

Actr¡al versus predicted percentage of br¡s riders.

w6

tested.

..

I
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íncrease in a tractrs households v¡ithout, automobiles
will generate an additional 5 percent increase in
bus ridership.
The ridership models are therefore a¡nenable to
the testing of a variety of scenarios, including the
impact on ridership of the following:
. Trends in automobile ownership,
' Centralization or decentralization of development,
. frflprovernent in level of service of buses, and
. Shifting ethnic concentratíons.

In the folì.owing section, exarnples of applications
extend the bus pâtronage noilel to the individual
route 1evel.
GENERATION OF ROUTE-SPECIFIC RIDERSHIP ESTIMATES

A 1ocal bus route that serves the Nev¡ark CBD and
several- surrounding towns was selected to illustrate
the usage of the bus patronage model developed
earlier. Route 27 runs fron Irvington in the southeastern portion of Essex County, up its eastern edge
through Newark, Bloo¡nfieldr Be1leville, and on to
Nutley. This route is approxinately 13 mi Long one
v¿ay, has 10-min or better headways during peak periods, and has an average weekday ridership of approximately l-0r000.
Potential Route-Level Ridership
It is possible to esti¡nate the potentiaL number of
daily bus boardings along each route by using the
bus patronage model. This involves calculating the
potential passengers for each census tract of interest (those served by the route), factoring the totals
to consider coverage and conpetition for the specific
rout,e, and assigning the estinated passenger potentials to the route.
once it is deter¡nined which tracts are within the
service region of the route, a subset of demographic
and transit service data can be created. This subset
forms a natrix with one row for each tract served,
and residentíal, worker, and service infor¡nation
forming the columns. The following specific iterns
are necessary to accomplish this task:
:'
. Residential data
- Population density,
- Percent of population that is white, and
- Percent of households with no autonobiles.
. ülorker data
- Worker density,
- Percent of workers that. are white, and
- Percent of households that have no automobiles.
. Transit service data
- Frequency and
- Coverage.
To obtain the total passenger potentials for the
tracts, it is necessary to run the residential, vrork,
and nonwork models described in the previous section.
The result, is a vector of potential passenger boardings for each census tract included in the input
¡natrix. Since these values contain totals for the
tracts, they must be multiplied by tv¡o factors to
obtain the potential boardings for a specific route.
One factor considers coverage and the other considers conpetition.
The coverage factor is used to select the potential passengers within the service region (a quarter
of a mile walking distance) of the route. To obtain
this facÈor, a ribbon is constructed around the route

and the percentage of coverage of that route in each

tract is calculated (as opposed to calculating totaL
routes in each tract as was done
before). The passenger potential for each tract (Mi)
is nultiplied by the percentage of coverage of the
specified route to obtain the nunber of potentiai.
bus passengers served by that route, as follows:
coverage of all

mik = Mi covik

(12)

where rni¡ is the potential passengers in service area
of route¡ in tracti, and covl¡ is the proportion of
tracti served by route¡.
The second fâctor, competition, reduces the potential (Inik) based on the number of buses available
to the potential passengers. This factor is sirnpLy a
ratio of the number of buses on the specified route
(k) divided by the total number of buses available
(see Equation 2).

Qi¡ = m1¡H1¡/fleq¡

(13)

where

oik = potential passengers on routek in tracti,
Hi¡ = nunber of buses per day on route¡ in
tractí, and
freqi = total frequency of service in tracti.
Assigning the potential passengers to the transit
route is the final step in the process. This involves
assigning all potentiat passengers for routek in
tracti to the centroid of tracti. These passengers are then loaded onto the section of routek
closest to the centroid of tractl. The results of
this procedure as it was performed on Route 2? are
shown in Figure 9. The total predicted boardings for
the route (I0r206) closely match the actual ridership data provided by New Jersey Transit. As was
expected, the majority of potential bus riders for
Route 27 is in the Newark CBD.

Effects of Demographic

Changes

As residential and worker land-use patterns change
vrith time, it is desirable to study the effects of
these changes on transit de¡nand. These changes either
can be very concrete, such as the building of a large
residential development or ernplolr¡nent center, or
they can involve trends like an increasing minority
population. The nethodology described in this paper
enables a fast and accurate anatysis to be perforned
as nevr demographic data beco¡ne available.
As an example of changing demographic properties,
major emplolrment centers (those that create 10r000
jobs) were introduced into Nutley. The total number
of workers and worker density for the tract containing Nutley were revised and the model was rerun. Às
can be seen from cornparing Fígures 9 and 10, this
change created 280 additional trips on Route 27 (2.8
percent of the nevr s¡orkers). This is significantly
Iess than the 9 percent average for Essex County
obtained from the UTpp. The main reason for this
s¡nall increase in ridership is that the denographic
characteristics of Nutley are not as favorable for
work trips by bus as they are in the high-density
Nevrark region. Another reason is that a corresponding increase in transit service rdas not aséu¡ned to
accompany the increase in workers. Finally,
it
should be noted that the 10r000 new workers were
equally distributed over the tract and were not
considered as point loads on routes in order to be
consistent with the census data, which is at the
tract level.

Hunt et aI.
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l.iewark Airport

FIGURE
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Potential daily boardinge on Route 27.

Effects of Transit Service

Changes

Equally important to changing denographic patterns
is to observe the effects on potential riders from
changing service characteristics. Two main transit
service changes can be analyzed with this rnodel:
headways and routing.

Potential Passengers

=

Since headways are an input to the mòdeI, they
can be altered to test the effects on potential
ridership. Headways on the route being studied and
headways on competing routes can both be ¡nanipulated.
This rnodel also allows for the prediction of
potential passengers after a routing change, vthich
can involve either changing sections of an existing

10,486

)

'.
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FIGURE

l0

Potential daily boardings after employment center is added to Nutley.
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route or creating an entirely new route. The ner,,
route can be interactively entered into the conputerized transit netr,rork. Calculating the potential
passengers then involves finding the nev; service
region and tracts served and rerunning Èhe rnodel. An
iterative interactive cornputer graphics procedure
can thus be used to design new transit routes.

Future

1051

Work

SeverâI aspects of this model could be improved or

refined by

. Deternining vrhether census tracts

are

s¡na1I

CONCLUSION

enough to feel the effects of demographic and service changes or vrhether a smaller geographic base
should be usedi

this project was being planned, the intent was
to develop a geographic, denographic, and transit
service model that, when combined with an interactive computer graphics system, would provide the
transit planner and marketer with a powerful analytical tool. This paper outlines a system that neets
this requirement. Perhaps the mosÈ valuable aspects
of this system are the flexibility
to perform a
variety of jobs and the ability to continue adding
new features and enhancements.

and

When

Potential
.
.
.
.
'

potentially be used to

Identify underserved or overserved regions,
Observe denographic trends over time,

Analyze ne$r residential and business centers,

Test new route configurations,
Test headway changes.

model.

and

The aspects of the nodel are continually being
developed.l The model has proved to be a good esti-

nator of existing ridership patterns and appears to
be providing good predictions for future scenarios.
Its future developnent is pronising.

and

to discover underserved (Iow service,
but high potential) and overserved (high service,
but lovr potential) regions is important to both the
planner and the marketer. Fron the viewpoint of the
planner, these regions indicate a need for a reduction or increase in service. Frorn the veiwpoint of
the marketer, areas of high potential and low ridership indicate a need for increased narketing efforts.
Demographic changes and their effects on transportation can be viewed either in the short tern or
long term. Short-terrn changes, such as the opening
of a nev¡ business centerr can readily be analyzed by
the model to test the changes of the de¡nand for
transit. Long-tern dernographic trends and their
interaction with existing or future service patterns
can also be explored.
This ¡nodel allows the planner to test different
service scenarios in view of changing land-use patterns. Has the addition of new residential and business developments created enough demand for a new
route or will increased headways and rerouting of
existing routes be sufficient? These are the types
of questions than can be answered by using this
The ability

. Transferring the model to other counties

states.

Uses

The bus patronage ¡nodel can

. Analyzing the effects of conpetition from
railroads, subways, and other carriersi
. Extending the study of the effect of conpetition betvJeen routesi
. Extending the model beyond a trip generation
phase to a trip distribution phase (i.e.' Iinking
origins and destinations) ;
' Translating potential riders into a gain or
Loss in revenuei
. Conparing this nodel to actual on-off countsi
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